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Abstract
Isomer search or molecule enumeration refers to the problem of finding all the isomers
for a given molecule. Many classical search methods have been developed in order to
tackle this problem. However, the availability of quantum computing architectures has
given us the opportunity to address this problem with new (quantum) techniques. This
paper describes a quantum isomer search procedure for determining all the structural
isomers of alkanes. We first formulate the structural isomer search problem as a
quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) problem. The QUBO formulation
is for general use on either annealing or gate-based quantum computers. We use the
D-Wave quantum annealer to enumerate all structural isomers of all alkanes with fewer
carbon atoms (n < 10) than Decane (C10 H22 ). The number of isomer solutions
increases with the number of carbon atoms. We find that the sampling time needed to
identify all solutions scales linearly with the number of carbon atoms in the alkane. We
probe the problem further by employing reverse annealing as well as a perturbed QUBO
Hamiltonian and find that the combination of these two methods significantly reduces
the number of samples required to find all isomers.

Introduction
As quantum computers with more qubits and increased accuracy become available,
interest in solving useful problems in the near-term has increased. The Ising problem is
among this group. This problem is well-known to be NP-complete and is therefore
efficiently mappable to all other NP-complete problems, such as the graph-coloring
problem [1]. Since both gate-based and annealing quantum computers can solve the
Ising problem [2, 3], it has been of particular interest to the quantum computing
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community for both near-term and long-term applications. It has already been
successfully used to solve several problems such as graph partitioning and community
detection [4, 5].
Given the structural formula of a molecule, one can always construct a graph
defining the connectivity of the atoms. Thus the corresponding graph of a molecule,
called a molecular graph, is defined as a labeled graph with a vertex set consisting of
the atoms of the molecule and edges representing the chemical bonds existing between
the atoms [6]. For the case of hydrocarbons, we refer to the molecule as saturated if the
bond between atoms is single and unsaturated if the bond is a double bond. In this
vain, a saturated hydrocarbon is defined as a simple molecular graph whose vertices
represent hydrogen and carbon atoms, and edges represent single bonds between the
atoms [6]. These simple molecular graphs could be either cyclic or acyclic. The acyclic
saturated hydrocarbons are known as alkanes with molecular formula Cn H2n+2 while
the cyclic saturated hydrocarbons are referred to as the cycloalkanes with molecular
formula Cn H2n . A general formula for the saturated hydrocarbons is given as
Cn H2n−2(k−1) , where k is the number of independent loops. A given molecular formula
could correspond to different molecules with distinct structural arrangements. The
molecules with identical formulas but distinct structures are called isomers. They are
classified as structural isomers if their bonding patterns and atomic organization is
distinct, or as stereoisomers if the bonding patterns are fixed while the spatial
arrangement is distinct [7]. The goal of this work is to enumerate the structural isomers
of any given molecular formula for alkanes by encoding this problem into a quantum
computing framework.
Isomer search, or molecule enumeration, is the process of searching for all isomers of
a given molecule. The search space could be structural (2D) or spatial (3D), but for our
purposes the focus will be on structural isomer search. The enumeration of structural
isomers is of interest to numerous fields. Examples include pharmaceutical applications
as proper identification of isomers “would facilitate resource reduction, including animal
usage, and may benefit other areas of pharmaceutical structural characterization
including impurity profiling and degradation chemistry” [8]. Moreover, the oil and gas
industry relies on knowledge of the structures of isomers of hydrocarbons and alkanes
for processes related to refinement [9, 10]
Over the years, many search procedures have been developed for enumerating
molecules. Most of these procedures incorporate various techniques such as the labeled
(n(n−1))
labeled graphs of n nodes),
enumeration (a procedure for enumerating all 2 2
orderly generation method (a procedure that dwells on a so-called canonical
representation of graphs such that the canonization process induces an ordering on the
edges of the graph), random sampling (techniques that generate structures from
randomly selected branches of the construction trees of deterministic structural
generation algorithms), Monte-Carlo and simulated annealing (a procedure that focuses
on minimizing random displacements on atoms by performing a bond order switch), and
genetic algorithms (a procedure for which mutations are carried out using bond
perturbations, crossover operations executed using a generated n-tuple code, and
selection operators defined by root-mean-square deviation between experimental
chemical shifts, and predicted chemical shifts from neural network technology) [11].
The work of Nobel Laureate J. Lederberg [12] on the topology of molecules in 1969
is considered to be the genesis of algorithmic and computational approaches to the field
of molecular structure enumeration. A particularly large step was when the algorithm
was finally incorporated into the DENDRAL (Dendritic Algorithm) code [13] for
enumerating isomers of acyclic compounds containing carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen
(O), and nitrogen (N) atoms [14]. Since then, the field has seen the development of
several distinct types of algorithms (exhaustive, automated and stochastic) and codes for
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structural elucidation using different classical approaches with diverse input criteria [11].
In order to generate the isomers, most of these codes, including SKELGEN, CAMGEC,
AEGIS, ISOGEN, GI, and MOLGEN [15–20] require only the molecular formula as
input. Others, such as DENDRAL, GalvaStructures, CONGEN, GENOA , ASSEMBLE
2.0, CHEMICS, EPIOS, GEN, StructEluc, COCON, SpecSolv, ESESOC, SIGNATURE,
SENECA, COCOA, SESAMI, CISOC-SES, and X-PERT take as input any combination
of molecular formula, spectral information and spectroscopic data, fragments, molecular
weight, molar mass, and constraints such as long-range distance constraints [13, 21–39].
Here we introduce, formulate, and apply quantum isomer searching. Based on the
graph-coloring problem, and formulated as a QUBO/Ising model, our approach is able
to identify structural isomers of a given molecule in a way that can be implemented on
both quantum annealers and gate-based quantum computers. This particular model is
able to search for structural isomers of alkanes.
In order to validate our formulation, the search is implemented on the D-Wave
2000Q machine, a state-of-the-art quantum annealer with 2048 superconducting qubits
arranged in a sparse chimera graph [40]. It is a quantum computing device that works
using quantum annealing, a method that makes use of quantum tunneling and quantum
entanglement in order to solve combinatorial optimization problems through minimizing
the Ising objective function:
X
X
Ji,j σi σj
(1)
f (σ) =
hi σi +
i

i<j

for which σi ∈ {−1, 1} are magnetic spin variables subject to local fields hi and nearest
neighbor interactions with coupling strength Ji,j . Any problem to be solved on a
D-Wave system is modeled as a search for the minimal energy of the Ising Hamiltonian.
When the variables σi in Eq 1 are restricted to take values from the set {0, 1}, then the
minimization problem is said to be a quadratic unconstrained binary optimization
(QUBO). A typical QUBO model can be transformed into an Ising model with the
transformation σ = 2x − 1n , where entries of x represent the n QUBO variables and
1n is a vector of ones. In the following sections, we formulate the quantum isomer
search problem as a QUBO, then describe and present its implementation.
In our formulation, an alkane with n carbons requires 4(n − 2) logical qubits that are
fully connected. However, D-Wave 2000Q’s chimera graph is sparse, and therefore may
require a logical qubit to be represented by a chain of physical qubits [41]. This
architecture can limit the complexity of possible problems and creates the difficult task
of mapping the necessary connections of the logical qubits onto the possible connections
of the physical qubits in a process known as “minor embedding” [41]. This leads to the
D-Wave 2000Q being capable of representing up to 64 fully connected logical qubits or
variables, meaning that our method can find isomers of alkanes with up to n ≤ 18
carbon atoms (Octadecane).
An important aspect of this problem is that there are multiple correct answers for a
given QUBO, i.e. more than one answer satisfies all given constraints. In the case of
D-Wave 2000Q, this means that all of these answers have the global minimum energy.
In this way, the ground state is degenerate, and to fully answer a given problem, all
answers with that energy must be found. This degeneracy is an essential, and necessary
part of the problem since the purpose is to find all valid solutions. Quantum annealers
are ideal for sampling degenerate solutions because of their ability to introduce some
randomness in their exploration of the search space. However, this creates complications
because it requires the search space to be explored to an exhaustive degree, which
quickly becomes more difficult as the problem size increases. This is a well-known issue
with annealing devices, and previous results have found that it can be difficult to
sample all degenerate solutions in a fair way [42]. To this end, we apply techniques in
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an attempt to encourage the search space to be more fully explored than it is with a
typical anneal.

Methods
QUBO Formulation
Employing acyclic molecular tree graphs to represent alkanes, as well as considering the
specific properties of these graphs, we formulate isomer search as a quadratic
unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) problem that can be solved via quantum
annealing or gate-based quantum computers. We start off this section by constructing
the QUBO objective function for searching for the isomers based on their degree
sequences.
Given a molecular formula for an alkane, Cn H2n+2 , we consider the carbon-carbon
connectivity and set up a degree sequence (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) of the corresponding acyclic
molecular tree graph. For our purposes, the hydrogen atoms are irrelevant because they
can be inferred from the arrangement of the carbons and can therefore be dropped from
the graph. Using the constraints on degree sequences of tree graphs we construct the
QUBO objective function of the form
xT Qx =

n
X

xi Qii +

i=1

X

xi xj Qij

i6=j

where each element xi of the vector x belongs to the set {0, 1}. Recall that trees are
such that at least two nodes are of degree 1. Without loss of generality, these nodes can
be reordered such that they are located at the first and last positions of the
corresponding degree sequence. This enables us to set a constraint as x1 = xn = 1.
These nodes correspond to carbons that are in methyl groups (CH3 ). Furthermore, the
carbon-carbon bond in alkane is such that each carbon atom is bonded to at most 4
other carbon atoms. This gives rise to another constraint
1 ≤ xj ≤ 4 for j = 2, . . . , n − 1. By the properties of trees, we establish that the sum
of the degree sequences must be 2(n − 1), i.e. x1 + x2 + . . . + xn = 2(n − 1). Putting all
these together gives:

x1 = xn = 1
1 ≤ xj ≤ 4
n−1
X

(2)
for j = 2, . . . , n − 1

xj = 2(n − 2)

(3)
(4)

j=2

To convert the xi to binary, we define decision variable yij based on the
graph-coloring idea for which a node i is assigned a color j, by considering degrees as
colors, that is j = 1, . . . , 4 since the maximum degree is 4. In other words, the number
of carbon bonds for an individual atom is one hot encoded in a bit string of length 4.
(
1 if node i is of degree j(xi = j)
yij =
0 otherwise
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For these variables, we can establish the constraints :
4
X

yij = 1

i = 1, . . . , n

(5)

j=1

y11 = yn1 = 1
n X
4
X

jyij = 2(n − 1)

(6)

i=1 j=1

Fig. 1 shows, using 2-methylbutane (an isomer of pentane C5 H12 ) as an example,
how a given alkane can be represented as a molecular graph, a tree graph, a degree
sequence, and a one hot encoded bit string. It is important to note that the order of the
returned degree sequence is physical. For alkanes with n ≥ 6 carbons, there are multiple
valid permutations of the same degree sequence that lead to different isomers.
Alternatively, there are often different permutations that create equivalent isomers.
Therefore, this encoding requires post-processing steps to be taken in order to make
these distinctions.

Fig 1. Encoding of 2-methylbutane. Representation of 2-methylbutane (an isomer
of pentane C5 H12 ) as a one hot encoded bit string, degree sequence, graph, and
molecular graph (clockwise from the top left).
In this new formulation, there are 4n variables, 8 of which are already predetermined
as a result of the constraint y11 = yn1 = 1. Thus, we can restrict the problem to only
M = 4(n − 2) variables. This, not only reduces computational complexity but also
enables us to explore larger alkanes due to the restrictions on the number of variables or
qubits on current machines. For the D-Wave 2000Q machine, this means the ability to
explore alkanes with up to 18 carbon atoms instead of 16 carbon atoms.
For simplicity, let us re-number the indices as
y = (y11 , y12 , y13 , y14 , y21 , y22 , . . . , y(n−2)1 , y(n−2)2 , y(n−2)3 , y(n−2)4 )
= (y1 , y2 , . . . , yM )
We introduce positive penalty constants Pi and proceed with the construction of the
QUBO by following the methods in [43]. We penalize the n constraints in Eq 5 with
penalty constant P1 and the constraint in Eq 6 with penalty constant P2 as follows:
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4
X

P1



!2
yi − 1

= P1 −

i=1

P1

4
X



!2
y4+i − 1

= P1 −

i=1

P1

4
X



!2
y8+i − 1

= P1 −

i=1

4
X


X

yi + 2

yi yj  + P1

i=1

1≤i<j≤4

4
X

X


y4+i + 2

y4+i y4+j  + P1

i=1

1≤i<j≤4

4
X

X


y8+i + 2

i=1

y8+i y8+j  + P1

1≤i<j≤4

..
.
4
X

P1



!2
y4(n−3)+i − 1

= P1 −

i=1

=⇒ P1

4
X


y4(n−3)+i + 2

i=1

n−3
X

4
X

j=0

i=1



!2

= P1 −

y4j+i − 1

M
X

X

y4(n−3)+i y4(n−3)+j  + P1

1≤i<j≤4

yi + 2

i=1

n−3
X


X

y4k+i y4k+j + (n − 2)

k=0 1≤i<j≤4

(7)
2



n−2
4
XX

P2 

jyij − 2(n − 2) = P2

i=1 j=1

"M
X

#2
[(i − 1)(

mod 4) + 1]yi − 2(n − 2)

(8)

i=1

Let 1 be the M × M matrix of ones and 1M be the M column vector of ones. Let
U = [uij ]4×4 be a 4 × 4 upper triangular matrix with entries defined by
(
1 if i < j
uij =
.
0 otherwise
That is,

0
0
U =
0
0

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0


1
1
.
1
0

We define a M × M (block) diagonal matrix DU with each diagonal block consisting of
the matrix U as
DU = diag(U, . . . , U ).
Eq 7 can then be rewritten as
P1

n−3
X

4
X

j=0

i=1

!2
y4j+i − 1


= P1 −

M
X
i=1

yi + 2

n−3
X


X

y4k+i y4k+j + n

k=0 1≤i<j≤4



= P1 −1TM y + 2y T DU y + (n − 2) .
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To rewrite Eq 8 in matrix form, we first define αi = (i − 1) mod 4 + 1. Then
P2

"M
X

#2
[(i − 1)

mod 4 + 1]yi − 2(n − 2)

i=1

"
= P2

M
X

#2
αi yi − 2(n − 2)

i=1


= P2 

M
X

!2
− 4(n − 2)

αi yi

i=1

M
X


αi yi + 4(n − 2)2 

i=1


M
X
= P2 
αi2 yi2 + 2
i=1

X

αi αj yi yj − 4(n − 2)

M
X


αi yi + 4(n − 2)2  .

(10)

i=1

1≤i<j≤M

Now, define the following M × M matrices and M column vectors
Dα = diag(α1 , . . . , αM )

(11)

α = (α1 , . . . , αM )

(12)
(

Uα = [uij ]M ×M

with uij =

αj
0

if i < j
otherwise

(13)

Then

M
X
P2 
αi2 yi2 + 2
i=1



= P2 y

X

αi αj yi yj − 4(n − 2)

M
X

Dα2 y

αi yi + 4(n − 2)2 

i=1

1≤i<j≤M
T



T

T

+ 2y Dα Uα y − 4(n − 2)α y + 4(n − 2)2



(14)

Adding all these equations, Eq 9 + Eq 14, gives




P1 −1TM y + 2y T DU y + (n − 2) + P2 y T Dα2 y + 2y T Dα Uα y − 4(n − 2)αT y + 4(n − 2)2


T
= y T P2 Dα2 + 2(P2 Dα Uα + P1 DU ) y + [−4(n − 2)P2 α − P1 1M )] y


+ 4(n − 2)2 P2 + (n − 2)P1
(15)
= y T Ay + bT y + c,

(16)

where
A = P2 Dα2 + 2(P2 Dα Uα + P1 DU ),

(17)

b = − [4(n − 2)P2 α + P1 1M ] ,

(18)

2

c = 4(n − 2) P2 + (n − 2)P1 .

(19)

Eq 16 with A, b, c defined by Eq 17 – Eq 19 respectively, gives us the objective
function for our problem and hence we need to solve the minimization problem
min

y∈{0,1}M

y T Ay + bT y + c.

(20)

Let us define a diagonal matrix Db out of the vector b above, that is
Db = diag(b1 , b2 , . . . , bM )
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where the bi are the vector components of b in Eq 18. Then we solve the QUBO problem
min

y∈{0,1}M

y T Ay + bT y =
=

min

y T Ay + y T Db y

min

y T Qy

y∈{0,1}M
y∈{0,1}M

since yi2 = yi ∈ {0, 1}

where Q = A + Db

(21)

In terms of the individual variables, the full QUBO objective function can be
expressed as:

f (y) =

min

y∈{0,1}M

P1

n−1
X
i=2


2

2
4
n−1
4
X
XX

yi,j − 1 + P2 
jyi,j − 4(n − 2) .
j=1

(22)

i=2 j=1

However, D-Wave 2000Q only accepts hi values between -2 and 2 and Ji,j values
between -1 and 1, so the resulting coefficients must be scaled to fit within these ranges.
This can help increase the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited
state, making it less likely that excited states will be sampled. While the D-Wave Ocean
software [44] can do this on its own, it was done manually since this allowed some
experimentation with the range used as it has been observed that it may sometimes be
useful to restrict Ji,j values to be greater than -0.8 [45]. This was done, although no
significant benefit was observed.
It is important to note that, as a result of the constraint relating to the sum of the
degrees of the atoms, the resulting QUBO is fully connected. Each atom must take into
account the number of carbon bonds of all other atoms in order to determine if its
coloring violates this constraint. This can be visualized using the graph representations
of the QUBOs (which is what would be embedded into the D-Wave chimera graph) for
Butane (n = 4) and Heptane (n = 7) given in Fig. 2

Fig 2. Graphs of QUBOS. A: Butane (C4 H10 ), B: Heptane (C7 H16 )

Implementation
The QUBO for a given alkane is embedded into the D-Wave 2000Q 5 chimera graph.
This is the newly released lower-noise machine that is available via D-Wave’s LeapTM
quantum cloud service [46]. It was also implemented on the D-Wave 2000Q LANL
machine at Los Alamos National Laboratory [47], but no significant difference in
performance were noted. Once the QUBO is embedded using D-Wave Ocean [44], the
annealer attempts to find the lowest energy solutions, i.e. the bit strings that violate
the fewest constraints. This was done using the standard 20µs anneal time. It is
important to remember that the lowest energy solutions found by annealing are the
valid isomers. Note that this is different from finding the most chemically stable isomer.
The sampled results are then filtered such that only the lowest energy solutions (the
isomers) are returned. These one hot encoded results are decoded into the degree
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sequences and graphs in the method described previously, checked and filtered for
redundancy, and returned. As n increases, the relative number of possible results
(24(n−2) ) grows more quickly than the number of isomers. Furthermore, it is known that
larger problems on imperfect quantum annealers have lower probabilities of sampling a
ground state solution [48]. Therefore, it becomes necessary to increase the number of
samples taken from the embedded QUBO.
To address this problem, an increasingly perturbed QUBO was also used. In this
formulation, after every 10,000 samples, the outer product of the ground state result
with the most counts, |ψi, with itself was added to the QUBO in an attempt to impose a
penalty on returning that result in the next iteration. This new QUBO is represented as
Q0 = Q + λ |ψi hψ| .

(23)

The idea behind using this perturbed QUBO is that, by penalizing previously
returned results, subsequent sampling runs would be encouraged to explore different
parts of the search space that may have valid solutions that had not been visited.
Because the search space becomes extremely large as n increases, it is possible that this
may help facilitate the identification of all isomers of larger molecules. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first time that such a technique has been used to boost the
solution space exploration in quantum annealers.
Finally, reverse annealing was added. Rather than ending in a classical state after
slowly turning down the strength of the transverse field, this method does the opposite
by taking a fully classical state as input, which is then stimulated with an increasingly
high transverse field until it reaches the pause location, s∗ [49]. At this location,
H(t) = H(s∗ ), where H(0) and H(1) are the starting and ending Hamiltonians of a
forward anneal, respectively. Following this step, the system pauses for some
pre-determined time and progresses as a typical forward anneal as the transverse field is
gradually weakened, eventually ending once again in a classical state [49]. The classical
input states were the results given by a typical forward anneal, the pause location was
chosen to be s∗ = 0.5, and the system was paused for h = 85µs. One of the ideas
behind reverse annealing is that it allows the search space surrounding candidate
solutions given by a forward anneal to be further explored [49]. If the forward anneal
returns a local minimum then reverse annealing may stimulate that solution to an
extent that the system settles into a nearby global minimum [49]. Such a result could
make it more likely that a given run returns a result with the minimum energy, which
may help with the successful enumeration of all isomers and even decrease the number
of samples necessary to find them all.
Since gate-based quantum computers can also solve the Ising Problem [2], in
addition to using D-Wave 2000Q, we explored the possibility of using IBM Q’s Qiskit
software on the available QASM simulator [50] . A QUBO can be expanded into the
Pauli basis, and when this is done, it can then be solved using methods such as
variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [51] or quantum approximate optimization
algorithm (QAOA) [52]. Because of the requirement of 4(n − 2) qubits, IBM Q’s Tokyo,
which has 20 qubits and is currently their largest available device, can only handle
alkanes with fewer carbon atoms than Octane (C8 H18 ) [53]. However, Google
Bristlecone’s 72 qubits will be able to encode 18 carbon atoms, allowing Icosane’s
(n = 20) 366,319 structural isomers to be searched for [54].

Results
Using Python packages NumPy [55], D-Wave Ocean [44], Sympy [56], NetworkX [57], and
Matplotlib [58] and the D-Wave 2000Q hardware, all structural isomers for Butane
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(C4 H10 ), Pentane (C5 H12 ), Hexane (C6 H14 ), Heptane (C7 H16 ), Octane (C8 H18 ), and
Nonane (C9 H20 ) were identified. These molecules have 2, 3, 5, 9, 18, and 35 isomers,
respectively. Fig. 3 shows the returned graphs and their corresponding isomers for
Heptane (C7 H16 ).

Fig 3. Heptane Isomers Created graphs and corresponding isomers for Heptane
(C7 H16 ) Left: Returned graphs with degree sequences. Right: Isomers of Heptane.
Without using QUBO perturbation and reverse annealing, it was found that 10,000
samples were sufficient to find all isomers for Butane (C4 H10 ) and Pentane (C5 H12 ),
but the larger alkanes often needed well over 50,000 samples in order to be fully
captured. Information evaluating and describing the results is given below.
Fig. 4 gives information on the Hamming distances of all of these isomers. The
Hamming distance between two isomers is the number of bit flips that must be made in
order to turn one isomer into the other. The left figure shows all pairwise Hamming
distances for a given n, and the right figure shows the minimum Hamming distance to
each isomer for a given n. As can be seen, while the pairwise Hamming distances tend
to follow a fairly wide distribution, almost every isomer has another isomer within the
minimum possible Hamming distance (4).
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Fig 4. Measures of Hamming Distances. Left: All pairwise Hamming distances,
Right: Minimum Hamming distance to each isomer
Fig. 5 and 6 give information on the frequency with which isomers are found for
Butane (C4 H10 ) and Heptane (C7 H16 ). In both figures, it is easily seen that isomers of
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Butane, with only 4 carbon atoms, are much more easily found than those of Heptane
(C7 H16 ). Fig. 5 (left) demonstrates that ground state results, i.e. those that violate no
constraints, are found several hundred times per 10,000 anneals when Butane (C4 H10 )
is being investigated. However, as the Fig. 5 (right) shows, only a handful are sampled
for Heptane (C7 H16 ). Fig. 6 (left) shows that each isomer is, on average, found several
hundred times per 10,000 samples whereas the right plot shows that isomers of Heptane
(C7 H16 ) are generally found less than once per 10,000 samples.
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Fig 5. Number of Results Returned for Each Energy. Number of results out of
10,000 samples returned at each energy. Left: Butane (C4 H10 ), Right: Heptane (C7 H16 )

Fig 6. Distribution of Returned Isomers. Average number of times each isomer
was returned per 10,000 samples. Left: Butane (C4 H10 ), Right: Heptane (C7 H16 )
Our sample reduction methods were also explored and evaluated. Perturbing the
QUBO clearly had an effect on the distribution of the returned results. Fig. 7 gives the
distributions of the returned isomers with (left) and without (right) perturbing the
QUBO for Pentane (C5 H12 ) after 10,000 samples using λ = 5(10−5 ). The distributions
for the non-perturbed QUBO runs, Fig. 7 (left), are somewhat uniform. Every isomer is
found during each iteration, and the isomers are roughly returned at the same rate. The
randomness of the annealing will always introduce some fluctuations. However, these
fluctuations are not too large and tend to settle back to normal by the next iteration.
This is starkly contrasted by Fig. 7 (right). This shows the distributions when QUBO
perturbation is used and as can easily be seen, this method drastically changes the
results for subsequent runs. The isomer that is sampled the most frequently for a given
iteration is typically sampled significantly fewer times during the next iteration.
Eventually, an isomer that has been sampled the most frequently is penalized to the
extent that it is never sampled again. By the final iteration, each isomer has at some
point been the most frequently sampled. This seems to drive the QUBO so far away
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from them that none of them are sampled.

Fig 7. Sequential Distributions of Results. Distributions of returned isomers of
Pentane (C5 H12 ) after each run of 10,000 samples. Left: Not using QUBO perturbation,
Right: Using QUBO perturbation.
This QUBO perturbation technique and reverse annealing were tried alone and in
tandem. It was found that, by themselves, each typically led to a reduction in the
number of samples needed, but combining them decreased the number of samples even
more significantly. The effect of these methods on the search for isomers of Heptane
(C7 H16 ) was measured by finding the number of iterations of 10,000 samples that were
necessary to find all isomers. As this is not a constant number, the experiment was
repeated 25 times for each of the four methods (only forward annealing, forward
annealing with QUBO perturbation, reverse annealing, and reverse annealing with
QUBO perturbation). The results are shown in Table 1. This gives the average and
median number of runs needed to find all isomers for each different technique over the
25 runs. As it shows, both QUBO perturbation and reverse annealing separately
outperform a typical forward anneal, but combining the two gives the largest reduction
in the number of samples needed.
Table 1. Number of Runs to Find All Heptane Isomers
FA
FA + QP RA RA + QP
Mean
9.68
8.44
8.04
6.56
Median
9
7
8
6
Average and median number of samples (in 10,000s) needed to find all isomers of
Heptane (C7 H16 ) using forward annealing (FA), forward annealing and QUBO
perturbation (FA + QP), reverse annealing (RA), and reverse annealing and QUBO
perturbation (RA + QP). s∗ = 0.5, h = 85µs, λ = 5(10−6 ).
When the runtime scaling was evaluated, it was found that the time taken to
generate 10,000 samples grows fairly linearly with n, with each additional carbon atom
adding roughly 20 microseconds to the total runtime, seen in Fig. 8. This happens
despite the fact that the number of parameters grows quadratically. QPU access time is
shown in Fig. 8 (upper right) includes everything that is done on the QPU: QPU
programming time and QPU sampling time. QPU programming time, which is shown in
Fig. 8 (upper left), measures how long it takes to initialize the problem on the QPU, a
procedure that is only done once per 10,000 samples. QPU sampling time includes the
time it takes to perform and readout all anneals, with delays in between subsequent
samples to allow for the system to return to its initial temperature [59]. After all
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samples are collected, they then undergo post-processing in an attempt to improve the
quality of the solutions [60, 61]. Total post-processing time is shown in Fig. 8 (lower
left). All of this put together is the total real time and is shown in Fig. 8 (lower right).
As can be seen, QPU access is by far the dominant time consumer of the experiments.
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Left: QPU programming time, Upper Right: QPU access time, Lower Left: Total post
processing time, Lower Right: Total real time. Notice the scale difference on the right
two panels.
Finally, there was also some attempt to use IBM Q’s Qiskit to implement the
search on their hardware [50]. Current attempts on the IBM Q simulator using this
method have been able to identify all isomers of Butane (C4 H10 ) and calculate the
correct ground state energy of the QUBO Hamiltonian. However, 2-methylpropane (an
isomer of Butane C4 H10 ) is found very often, typically well over five hundred counts per
8,192 samples. This generally makes it one of the three most common results. However,
unbranched Butane (C4 H10 ) occurs much more rarely.

Discussion
These results are a proof of concept that quantum isomer search using a QUBO
formulation is a valid method. With this approach all isomers for all alkanes with fewer
carbon atoms than Decane (C10 H22 ) were identified. However, as the number of carbon
atoms grows, it becomes more and more essential to take more samples. As shown in
Table 1, combining reverse annealing with our method of perturbing the QUBO after
every iteration of 10,000 samples drastically decreased the number of samples required
to find all isomers. Therefore, we can speculate that perturbing the QUBO and reverse
annealing are important methods that may significantly help expand the search space,
decrease the runtime, and facilitate the complete identification of isomers for larger
molecules.
It is important to note that the necessity of increasing the number of samples as the
problem size grows is indicative of imperfect hardware. This scaling is not an inherent
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part of the quantum isomer search algorithm. Increasing the problem size decreases the
probability of finding a successful answer due to annealing error and imperfect
hardware [48]. It is not surprising that more runs are needed for larger molecules,
especially when the quadratic scaling of parameters and the limited connectivity of the
D-Wave 2000Q’s chimera graph are taken into account. This is a large contributor to
the need for more sampling for larger molecules and comes from imperfect hardware
rather than the scaling of the algorithm itself.
Evidence for this can be seen in Fig. 9. This figure compares the number of samples
returned for each energy when the isomers of Octane (C8 H18 ) are searched for. As is
easily seen, the number of ground state samples is significantly lower for the quantum
annealer (left) when compared to the simulated annealer (right). This indicates that the
algorithm is working correctly, but the hardware is limiting its performance.
Furthermore, every isomer was able to be found within 10,000 samples when simulated
annealing was used, regardless of the size of the molecule. This also indicates the fact
that the imperfect hardware is limiting the performance and is responsible for the
increase in the number of samples needed for larger molecules to some extent.
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Fig 9. Number of Results Returned for Each Energy Left: using quantum
annealing, Right: using simulated annealing
We speculate, however, that as the hardware’s performance increases, it may be the
case that the quantum annealer will outperform the simulated annealer, particularly in
runtime. This is due to the linear scaling of the quantum runtime with problem size,
whereas simulated annealing has been found to scale exponentially in some cases [49].
In fact, some problems with 945 variables were found to run over 108 times slower when
simulated annealing was used [62]. Embedding 13 carbons, i.e. searching for isomers of
Pentadecane (C15 H32 ), requires 946 variables. Because this molecule has fewer than 18
carbons, it is small enough to already be embedded on D-Wave 2000Q. Therefore, this
enormous potential decrease in runtime may occur for isomers that are small enough to
be embedded on current hardware. However, as discussed earlier, even though a
molecule with this size can be embedded, the hardware’s error makes searching for the
4,347 isomers impractical. As a result, this runtime decrease will have to wait for better
hardware. We make no claim that the potential decrease in runtime will be of the same
magnitude as that found in [62]. However, the complexity of the isomer search problem
along with the sheer magnitude of the runtime decrease that was demonstrated suggest
that some decrease in runtime should be expected when quantum isomer search is
applied to larger molecules.
Degeneracy is an additional issue that pertains to the need for thorough sampling.
As described earlier, the global minimum is degenerate in that there are multiple
solutions that satisfy all constraints and all of these need to be sampled in order to
ensure that all isomers are found. This necessitates a very thorough exploration of the
search space. Such a requirement is the reason that QUBO perturbation was added.
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The results seem to suggest that this would encourage a wider exploration of the search
space. The complication is furthered by the fact that for several isomers, there are
multiple permutations of a degree sequence that lead to identical graphs. Therefore, in
a way the degeneracy is two-fold. There are multiple valid and distinct global minima,
but there are also multiple valid yet identical global minima. The degeneracy will only
increase as the problem size increases and is perhaps one of the largest limitations.
The degeneracy is further complicated by the Hamming distances between the
isomers. The Hamming distance is a measure of how many modifications need to be
made to a result in order to transform it into another result. Because of the one hot
encoding of the degrees, changing the degree of one carbon requires 2 bit flips. The
constraint pertaining to the sum of the degrees means that if one degree is changed, at
least one other degree must be changed and at most (n − 2) degrees. The total number
of carbons embedded may be changed. Therefore, the Hamming distance between any
two isomers of a given n is strictly within 4 and 2(n − 2), inclusive. As can be seen in
the left panel of Fig. 4, the pairwise distribution of Hamming distances follows this
pattern. However, when the minimum Hamming distance to a given isomer is calculated,
as is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4, it is seen that for almost every isomer for all n
another isomer can be made by changing only 2 degrees. Therefore, while any two
isomers may be far apart, almost every isomer has another isomer quite close by.
When measured in Hamming distances, the isomers can form very close clumps of
ground state results. It is possible that this property helps simulated annealing deal
with degeneracy in an effective way. Once a given clump is found, the other isomers can
be found by only flipping a handful of bits. The implications for quantum annealing are
less clear. It is entirely possible that a clump may be found, but not all isomers within
that clump are found because the quantum annealing explores so vastly that it may
quickly leave the clump. Alternatively, it is possible that the annealer would be drawn
to larger clumps, i.e. isomers from the clumps that contain many molecules with small
Hamming distances would be more likely to be visited and explored. It is possible that
this is an issue that can be addressed to some extent by the introduction of reverse
annealing. Its ability to do local searches surrounding the candidate solution given by
forward annealing may allow it to explore a given clump more fully. Furthermore,
QUBO perturbation may help the annealing explore between clumps by driving the
search away from clumps with answers that were already visited. This complementary
combination of exploring within and between clumps introduced by reverse annealing
and QUBO perturbation may be the reason that combining the two methods is so
effective in terms of decreasing the number of samples needed to find all isomers. There
very well may be other implications that we have not brought up, so this may be an
interesting direction for further research on degenerate problems.
On D-Wave 2000Q, the sampling of a QUBO that grows quadratically in the number
of parameters can be done in linear time. Despite the fact that more samples are
required for larger molecules, the linear scaling of sampling time is an important quality.
When combined with the significant reduction in samples needed due to QUBO
perturbation and reverse annealing it becomes an encouraging sign for the feasibility of
applying this method to larger molecules.
Even though the current results on the IBM Q hardware are not competitive with
those from D-Wave 2000Q, the rapidly increasing performance and growing number of
qubits on this and other gate-based machines makes this direction a promising avenue
for further research. However, variational techniques on gate-based machines may not
have the linear runtime scaling that is found when quantum annealing is used. This is
because these techniques will likely use QUBO Hamiltonians that come with a
quadratically scaling number of terms due to the quadratic scaling of the problem.
Because the expectation value of all of these terms must be taken when a technique
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such as VQE is used, this will likely result in a runtime that scales closer to quadratic
than linear. Furthermore, initial results do not seem to indicate that these variational
techniques can handle degeneracy as effectively as quantum annealing. However, it
seems that this limitation may be addressed to some extent by QUBO perturbation as
well as other methods including low-energy subspace sampling using something akin to
a subspace-search variational quantum eigensolver [63].

Conclusion
We have demonstrated that quantum isomer search using the QUBO formulation is
possible and effective. With our approach, the sampling time grows linearly with the
number of carbon atoms. All isomers for all alkanes with fewer carbon atoms than
Decane (C10 H22 ) were identified and enumerated using this approach on the D-Wave
2000Q system. Alkanes with fewer carbon atoms than Nonadecane (C19 H40 ) can be
embedded directly into the D-Wave 2000Q for the quantum isomer search. However, the
next-generation D-Wave with 5000 qubits is coming soon. Along with its decrease in
noise and significant increase in the number of physical qubits, it will also feature a
more connected Pegasus graph in which each physical qubit is connected to 15 others
rather than only 6 [64]. This combination will allow the isomers of much larger
molecules to be searched for. It is likely that as the problem size increases, the
importance of the significant sample reduction and wider exploration of the search space
made possible by perturbing the QUBO and adding reverse annealing will quickly grow.
The natural next step of this problem is to implement it on a gate-based quantum
computer. Variational methods on these computers can also solve the Ising problem, so
quantum isomer search is possible on those machines. However, all available gate-based
quantum computers have significantly fewer qubits than D-Wave 2000Q, so they can
only search for isomers of relatively small molecules. Regardless, the number of qubits
that these machines have is quickly growing as their noise is decreasing, so it is a
promising direction of future work.
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